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CORROSION OF UxZrl.,C1.y NUCLEAR FUEL MATERIALS IN HYDROGEN
GAS AT HIGH PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES

Darryl P. Butt
Los Alamos National Laboratory

IJM Alamos, NM 87545

This paper describes the
thermodynamics and kinetics of the
corrosion of UXZrl.XC1 .Y in hydrogen gas.
It describes how corrosion rates are
influenced by variables such as pressure,
temperature, and gas flow rote, A model is
developed which agrees with experimental
steady state corrosion rates at 1 atm between
2670 and 31(JO K. Under these conditions
the corrosion flux is rate limited by the
vapor phase transport of Zr(g) away from
the solid surface to the bulk gas stream
where the partial pressure of Zr(g) is
detetined by the congruently vaporizing
surface composition. Extrapolation of the
model to higher pressures indicates that
Zr(g) transport should also be rate limiting at
higher pressures but the corrosion rate
should decrease with increased total
pressure due to reduced gaseous diffusion
mtes. The model predicts thut the corrosion
mte will increase as the squewe root of gas
velocity for a given temperature and
pressure. Calculations demonstrating the
effects of gas velocity are in agreement with
experimental studies. The addition of
hydrocarbons to the hydrogen gas stream is
predicted to decrease the comosion rates
significantly.

The corrosion behavior of nuclear
fuel materials in hot hydrogen is a criticul
issue for a vuriety of Iiuclcar propulsion
concepts for missions to Mars. In order to
maximize the rocket petiormwwe cerluin
reactor designs presume opertiting
tempercttures in excess of 2800 K in a high
velocity flow of high pressure, gaseous
nydmgen, For this reason U,7rl.,Cl.y
solid solutions are n prime canll;dute for
such applications due to their hi@l melting
point, good nuclear propcrtlcs, and

~elatively good resistance to corrosion by
hydrogen, Because the rate of corrosion
will limit the reactor life, it is imponant to
have a thorough understanding of the
.orrosion kinetics of UXZrl .XC1.Ymaterials
in hydrogen under a variety of possible
operating conditions. The development of
models which can account for changes in the
many possible operating variables is
therefore critical.
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S~face

During the comosion of UXZrl.,Cl.Y
in hot hydrogen, U(g), Zr(g), and
hydrocarbons are the predominant product
gases. As shown in tlgure 1, U(g), and
hydrocarbons have higher pafiial pressures
than ?r(g), based on thermodynamic
calculcitions, Due largely to its relatively
small size, carbon can diffuse rapidly in the
U ~Zrt .XCI.Y rock snlt structure As a
conscqucncc of the rapid diffusion of carbon
and the high partial pressures of uranium
and hydrocarbons relative to zirconium, the
surface composition of UXZrl.xCl .Y shifts
toward whnt is rcfetml to as the congmently
vaporizing surfuce composition or CVC,2
In accordiincc with Lc Cha[clier’s principi~l,
the surfuce composition shifts in such u wNy
as to reduce ;he to[iil system frre energy. As
a conse uence, the vapor rcssures NIX-WC

& tthe CV a:c less thnn t osc above the
starting composition, llccause the U17,rl
~C1.Y solid solution hns a rclntiv:ly wide
solution ran c, the CVC cnn shift mtirkedl

! Jfrom thut o the startin~ composition tin ,
corrcspondin Iy, vapor pressures will

!change signi icantly, Thcrc”orc, it is
impormnt to know the CVC for a given scl
of conditions in order to accuru[ely



determine equilibrium vapor pressures
during steady state corrosion. Figure 2
shows the CVC above U,05Zr,95Cl J37when
exposed to 1 atm of hydrogen at 2000 to
3200 K, Note that in this work the CVCS
were calculated using the methods
previously described by Storms.2

co .
of uQsumwk5

The corrosion rate of UXZrl .XCI.Y
may be described using a flux equation,
analogous to Fick’s first law of chffusion, as
follows:
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Flgurc 1, Calculated equlllbrlum parti~l
pressures above U,05Zr.95C 1.07 In I atm
of kydrogen at 2000.3200 K. Thtse
represent the partial pressures nbov~
U,Og Zr,95C 1,07, before the CVC has
developed,
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!@F!iJ~=J1=- RT (1)

where JIJK is the rriolar flux of u~zrl.~cl.
~ away from the surface, Ji is the molar flux
of the rate controlling gaseous product
species, i, away from the surface, Apl is
the change in the partial pressure of species I
between the bulk gas stream and the CVC
sutface, md RT has its usual meaning, The
average or :ffective mass transfer
coefficient, hi , may be determined from
boundaq layer theory and, for !he particular
bullet-shaped geometry2 used in these
studies, may be cxpressd as follows under
Iaminar flow conditions:s

where L is the characteristic
the solid (bullet diamc[erl Dii

(2)

dimension of
is the gaseous. .

interdiffusion coefficient .Jfor species i
through, in this case, hydrogen, kc is the
Reynolds number, and Sc is the Schmidt
coefficient. The gaseous intcrdiffusion
mcfficient mtiy bc expressed as follows:4

where k is the $loltzmnnn’s conslunt, 1’ is
I.NUIpressure, and m represents moleuular

muss. The terms u nnd c arc lxnnurd.Jones
~lenlitil purumctcrs (collision uiilrnclcr nml
Inlerncli(m energy pnrumcttr, respcclivcly)
and f21J is rcfcrrd to as the Lcnnnrd-Jones
fmlerliul; ViIlucs of or mclhml~ for

cul(. uluting these purnrnctcrs nrc well
clocun~entml.5’6 The dimensionless wrms



& and Sc in (2) may be cakdatcd fmm the
following relationships:

and
v

‘C= Di-mix

.n— (5)
pDi.mix

where v is the bulk gas stream velocity v is

the kinematic gas viscosity, q is the dynamic

viscosity, and p is the gas density. The
monomolecular dynamic viscosities were
calculated using the quation:6

,i=;.-= (6)
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In determining the gas viscosity it is
important 10 ccmsldcr Imth moh:cuhw and
dissociated hydrogen sinc~ these species
hitve different individwd gtwviscosities (see
figure 3). In the case of thl: hinury mixture

H-H2, the dynamic gas viscosity, ~mix, was
calculated using the following mixture rule:s

where M is molecular weight and y is the
volume fraction of gas species i. In these
studies, the concentrations of H and H2
were assumed to be near equilibrium since
the time for dissociationhecombination at
these temperatures and pressures is on the
order of 10 to 100 milliseconds, as
illustrated in figure 4.7
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FIRure 4. Calculated H and Hz
conccntrmlon at 3000 K, 1 ●tm, shown ms
a function of both dimoclatlon mnd
recomblnutlon reacllon tlmc.

Equtttion (1) was used to culculaIc the
comosion rnte of U~7.r1.~Cl. in hydrogen iit

1 ntm between 250!) an~ 32(N)K, The
values for Apl were obtained by calculming
~he purtiul pressures nbove the CVC using
thernmdymtmic data from sevmal sources,7-
10 In a- fast flowing gus sirc~m API- PI
where pi is the equilibrium pttrtid pressure
of the rute limitin~ gaseous s~cics, Thus
the VJIUCSof Apl used in udculiiting[hc

corrosion fluxes corresponded 10 the



quilibrium partial pressures of the most
stable gaseous roducts, for example, U(g),

rZr(g), C2H2(g , and CH.4(g), as shown in
figure 1. Because it is well known that solid
solutions of UC and ZrC deviate only
slighdy from Vegard’s law, the UXZrl.XC1.

1solid solutions were assumed co be idea
solutions of UC and ZrCx where
thermodynamic data for ZrCx were
determined from activiry measurements. 10

n of C- d ~nd Exoeri-
rros cmRjUMand Ex~i

Calculated corrosion rates were
compared to hydrogen corrosion data from
studies performed at Los Alamos National
Laborato~ which yielded the folluwing
Arrhenius relationship for UO.05Zr0.9SCl.07
in 1 atm of hydrogen at 2670-3190K at a
Reynolds numkr of approximately 500: II

In m[e(g/cm&ec) = 10,891- * (7)

Figure 5 shows a comparison of calculated
versus experimental comosion rales. The
calculated data shown in figure 5 are based
on two different assumptions: (1) Zr(g)
transport from the CVC was rate limiting,
and (2) CzH2(g) transport from the CVC
was rate limiting. These two assumptions
gave the best agreement between the model
and the data. The relatively good abnement
between the experimental data and
assumption ( 1) above suggests lhat the
comoslon of UmZrl.mC1. in hydrogen may

dbe rate Iimlmd or parti Iy rate limited by
gaseous transport of Zr(g) away from the
surface.

The model was used to extrapolwc 10
higher pressures as shown in figure 6,
Throughou[ the pressure runge shown, the
corrosmn rate is predicted to be controlled
hy [he rate at which Zr(g) can diffuse
through the gaseous houndury htyer. Based
on these culculwions, it is expected I!u.tI[here
will Ix a slight dccrcasc in the comosion rmc
as the pressure is incrensed due 10 [he
decreased gtiscous diffusion rntc of Zr(g)i
NOIC alxo thut tiI very high pressures (>100

atm) liquid is predicted to form on the
surface due to the shift in the CVC.
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Figure S. Arrbeniu6 plot of calculated
and expcrlmcntal steady stDte corrosion
rttes above the CVC composition of
U.0SZrm9SC 1,07 in 1 ntm of hydrogen.
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As is apparent from quations (1)
and (2), the corrosion flux is a strong
function of the bulk gas stream velocity.
Because hi is proportional to the square root
to the Reynolds number cquatio~ (1)
predicts that the corrosion flux increases
proportionally with the square root of gas
velocity. By plotting the log of the
corrosion flux versus the log of the gas
velocity a slope of -0.5 should be obsemed.
Figure 7 shows the effect of gas velocity on
the calculated and experimental corrosion
rates at 2600 K in 1 arm of hydrogen.
Although the slope for the experimental data
is less that 0.5, there is a posiave correlation
between flux and velocity, and there is
rel:.tively good agreement between the
calculated and experimental values. The fact
that the experimental comosion flux was
found to depend on velocity suggests that
the underlying assumption of this model
(i.e., that the comosion rate is controlled by
gaseous diffusion) is valid since surface
reaction rate limited processes are
independent of gas velocity. Note that at
very high gas velocities the model predicts
that the corrosion rate exceeds the
thermodynamic maximum (see figure 5)
which is not possible, In reali[y the ra[e of
corrosion approaches the ~hermodynarnic
maximum asymptotically at vmy high gas
velocities. Also, at 1 atm and 2600 K, the
onset of turbulent flow begins at
approximate y 1”105 cmkc rmd the mass
ttansfer cwfficient descri~d by quation 2
is no long applicable.

A thermokinetic model was
developed which accurately characterizes the
kinetics of corrosion of UxZrl.XCYnuclear
fuel rmtteriitls m hydrogen gas at I atm,
2670 to 3100 K. The model indictited that
the comosion rate should increitsc IIS a
function of the square rool of ~he bulk gas
stream velocity. It was predic~ed thtit the
conosicn rate should decrease sli htly as the

1IOM system pressure is iwrctisc due to the
decreitscd gitsrous diffusion rrtlc~ of the
rcnc~ion product gases. And it wus
predic[cd thtit the rate of corm:imt can tK
reduced by adding small additions of

hydrocarbons, such as CI-LI, to the Hz gas
stream.
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Figure 7. Caicuiatcd and experimenltil
steady state corrosion ralcs plotted as a
function of bulk gas stream velocity at
2600 K In 1 ●tm of hydrogen.
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